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Abstract
An ensemble method is introduced that utilizes ran-
domization and loss function gradients to compute
a prediction. Multiple weakly-correlated estima-
tors approximate the gradient at randomly sampled
points on the error surface and are aggregated into a
final solution. A scaling parameter is described that
controls a trade-off between ensemble correlation and
precision. Numerical methods for estimating optimal
values of the parameter are described. Empirical re-
sults are computed over a popular dataset. Inferen-
tial statistics on these results show that the method is
capable of outperforming existing techniques in terms
of increased accuracy.
1 Introduction
In a traditional regression scenario, a model is con-
structed which directly estimates a numerical output
given some vector of input. This output is typically
derived from the input via linear algebra or some al-
gorithm which operates on the input vector. Many
types of models fall into this broad description in-
cluding but not limited to: linear regression, decision
trees, random forest, support vector machines, and
neural networks [2, 3, 5, 7]. In linear regression, for
example, the output is derived from the input via a
matrix multiplication using a vector whose entries are
optimized over the training data.
The gradient boosting machine (GBM) described
by Friedman comprises an approach to regression
that is conceptually different than the one taken by
the above models. Each of the above models directly
estimates the predicted value. Instead, GBM indi-
rectly estimates the predicted value using approxi-
mations of the gradient [10].
In GBM, an initial guess is refined using a sequence
of models. The i-th model in the sequence attempts
to estimate the gradient of the loss vector at the i-th
step of a gradient descent process. Thus, the target
value for the i-th model in the sequence is not the
true target value, but the gradient of the loss func-
tion at the i-th step. To compute the final prediction,
the sequential process of gradient descent is approx-
imated using the models in sequence until the list of
estimators is exhausted. It is in this way that GBM
can be thought to indirectly compute the final pre-
diction as opposed to a more direct approach such as
random forest (RF).
2 Background and Motivation
Consider a GBM that minimizes mean-squared error
(MSE). The loss function for such a model is defined
to be
L(Yˆ ) = (Yˆ − Y )2,
where Yˆ is the vector of predicted values and Y is
the vector of targets. The gradient of this function
with respect to the predicted vector is simply the
difference between the predicted and actual values.
That is,
GL(Yˆ ) = Yˆ − Y.
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From this, it is apparent that if one has a model
capable of reliably estimating the gradient, then com-
putation of the true target value at any stage is triv-
ial. The negative of the gradient simply need be
added to the current prediction to obtain a loss of
zero. This can be seen algebraically as follows,
L(I −GL(I)) = (I −GL(I)− Y )2
= (I − (I − Y )− Y )2 = 0,
where I is the current prediction vector.
Thus, the problem of estimating the target value
is directly reducible to the problem of estimating the
gradient. From this it may be concluded that esti-
mation of the gradient must be at least as difficult as
estimation of the original target value.
This result is also intuitive geometrically. When
defined in terms of the predicted values, the MSE loss
function describes a high-dimensional paraboloid.
Since paraboloids are convex functions, they only
have a single global minimum and that value is noth-
ing more than the vertex. Given a point on the sur-
face of the paraboloid and the gradient, it is trivial to
compute the vertex; the gradient is pointing directly
at it.
3 Methodology
It is interesting to consider alternative methods which
indirectly estimate the predicted values stemming
from this geometric perspective. The approach taken
here is to randomly sample the gradient at an arbi-
trary number k of points around the global minimum.
In this way, an arbitrary number of target vectors is
produced that each point at the global minimum from
a different angle.
3.1 The Shooting Regressor
Given a training matrix of m samples with n features,
an m× 1 vector of target values, and k m× 1 initial
vectors, the gradient vector with respect to each ini-
tial point is computed using the formula
GL(Ii) = Ii − Y.
Figure 1: Shooting Regressor PCA Projection
For each of the k points, the global minimum may
be obtained by subtracting the gradient at the point
from the point itself. Next, k models are constructed
where the i-th model attempts to approximate the
gradient at the i-th sampling point around the global
minimum. An ensemble is then constructed which
simultaneously uses each of the k estimators along
with the k initial points to obtain k approximations
of the global minimum which are aggregated into a
final predicted value.
When the gradient can be estimated exactly, this
process is redundant in that each of the k estimators
produces an identical target value. The advantage of
the approach is thus in smoothing out noise arising
in estimating the gradient in real-world data. Essen-
tially, this is accomplished by providing a diversity
of potential solutions and then aggregating them to-
gether.
Figure 1 describes the behavior of the shooting re-
gressor. A synthetic dataset is constructed and mul-
tiple initial prediction functions are computed. The
initial and terminal prediction vectors are projected
into a 1-D subspace using principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) [11]. Arrows connect the pairs of initial
and terminal points representing the action of the
gradient estimators.
The terminal points cluster around the target vec-
tor. The final estimate of the shooting regressor is
the average of these terminal points.
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The above approach describes a family of methods
parameterized by k functions for generating initial
predictions and k functions for estimating the gradi-
ent. A specific instance of this family is presented
here using linear projections to generate the initial
predictions and regression trees to estimate the gra-
dient [2].
3.2 Selection of Initial Functions
Consider a linear model constructed to minimize the
MSE between the target and predicted values. The
regression coefficients of such a model can be con-
sidered as random variables. It is known that these
coefficients are distributed according to a multivari-
ate normal distribution with mean B and covariance
C = s2(XTX)−1,
where s2 is an approximation of the squared model
error and X is the data matrix.
Intuitively, if different samples of data are collected
from some underlying phenomenon, then different re-
gression coefficients are likely to be obtained in each
instance by the fitting procedure. In an effort to sim-
ulate this process, the initial value functions are sam-
pled from this multivariate normal distribution. That
is, each estimator is of the form
Mi(X) = X(B +Di)− Gˆi(X)
= XIi − Gˆi(X),
where Ii = B +Di, Di is distributed according to
a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and
covariance C, and Gˆi(X) is the approximation of the
gradient at Ii. Specifically,
Gˆi(X) ≈ Y −X(B +Di) = Y −XIi,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Thus, the final model output is
M(X) =
k∑
i
(XIi − Gˆi(X))/k.
Next, it is shown that such a strategy does not in-
troduce bias into the estimation process. In order
to focus on the effect of the initial value functions,
assume that the second gradient term is itself an un-
biased estimator of the gradient. Thus, if the initial
value functions also produce an unbiased estimator,
then the entire model itself is unbiased.
According to the assumptions of linear regression,
the residuals of such a model are normally distributed
with a mean of 0. Consider the output of the model
as a random vector the value of which depends upon
the randomly selected initial values. Consider the
expected value of this model.
E[M(X)] = E[
k∑
i
XIi/k]
= E[
k∑
i
(XB +XDi)/k]
=
k∑
i
XB/k + E[
k∑
i
XDi/k]
=
k∑
i
XB/k +XE[
k∑
i
Di]/k
=
k∑
i
XB/k +X0/k = XB
Thus, if the estimation of the gradient is unbiased,
then the entire model is unbiased. This follows from
the fact that the linear model with coefficient vector
B is an unbiased estimator according to the assump-
tions of linear regression. In conclusion, this strategy
for generating initial guesses does not introduce bias
into the estimation process.
3.3 A Scaling Parameter
The covariance matrix of the above distribution may
be scaled by some arbitrary constant. This constant
ν controls the spread of the initial guesses around the
best linear approximation and is a crucial component
of the model. If ν is too small, the guesses are close
together and the k gradient vectors are highly cor-
related with each other. In such a situation, errors
tend to accumulate instead of cancel and the ensem-
ble offers little advantage over a single model.
As ν grows, the magnitude of the gradient vectors
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Figure 2: Objective Function and Empirical Results
grows and their correlations with each other fall. In
the limit as ν approaches infinity, the correlation be-
tween the gradients becomes the correlation between
the initial guess offsets as the other terms are domi-
nated by the scaled offset vector.
lim
ν→∞Corr(Y −M − νDi, Y −M − νDj)
= Corr(Di, Dj)
If ν is too large, errors in estimation of the gradi-
ent are magnified and the resulting solution is poor.
To model this trade-off, the norm of the correlation
matrix between the gradient vectors is added to the
norm of the scaled offset vectors. The goal is to find
the value of ν that minimizes this objective function
min
ν
‖Corr(Z− νI)‖+ ‖Z− νI‖, (1)
where Z is a matrix with k columns that repeat
the value Y −M and I is a matrix with the k initial
vectors in its columns.
This expression is a polynomial in a single variable
ν and can be found via numerical optimization. Ex-
pression 1 essentially describes a regularized solution
for ν that minimizes the correlation in the gradient
targets.
Next, the behavior of ν is explored using the syn-
thetic data referenced in Figure 1. Figure 2 plots the
curves for the correlation (R) and gradient magnitude
(|G|) terms in green and orange respectively. Valida-
tion accuracy (MSE) for the model is computed over
a range of ν values and is plotted in blue. As can be
seen, the behavior of the model roughly follows the
behavior of the objective function (Obj) depicted by
the red curve.
Properties of the covariance operator are employed
to efficiently calculate the correlation at each step in
the minimization process.
Corr(Z − ν ∗Xi,Z − ν ∗Xj) =
(Czz − νCzi − νCzi + ν2Cij)√
(ν2Cii − νCzi + Czz)(ν2Cjj − νCzj + Czz)
,
where Czz is the variance of Z, Czi is the covariance
between Z and the i-th initial vector, and Cij is the
covariance between the i-th and j-th initial vectors.
In the above expression, the covariance terms are
constant and may be pre-computed. Thus, each
correlation term can be computed in constant-time
and the overall number of operations to compute the
norm of the correlation matrix is O(k2). Note that
this value is independent of the size of the data ma-
trix. Further, for typical ensemble sizes, the number
of operations for each function evaluation is quite rea-
sonable.
4 Evaluation
The method is implemented using Python, NumPy,
and SciPy [9, 14]. The decision tree estimators are
fit using scikit-learn [12]. Source code for the imple-
mentation are also made available online [13].
4.1 Experimental Results
Experiments are performed comparing the shooting
regressor to common classification algorithms using
the MPG dataset provided by the University of Cali-
fornia at Irvine (UCI) [4]. The purpose of this dataset
is to predict the average MPG at which a car operates
given several properties of the car.
Three model types are compared: the shooting re-
gressor, random forest, and the gradient boosting ma-
chine. Default settings are provided to all models.
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Method
Accuracy
P-Value
Avg. Std.
SR 0.8836 0.0276 N/A
GBM 0.8577 0.0401 0.0040
RF 0.8281 0.0286 0.0139
Table 1: Validation Performance on MPG Dataset
Figure 3: Distribution of ν Values
Specifically, 100 estimators are chosen for all models.
The maximum depth of the random forest and SR
estimators are unconstrained. The GBM estimators
are constrained to a maximum depth of 3. Thirty-
two training and validation splits are conducted and
each of the three models are fit and evaluated on each
respectively.
Results from the 32 trials are shown in Table 1.
As can be seen, SR performs significantly better than
both RF and GBM at the 5% confidence level. From
Figure 3, it is seen that the value of ν is relatively
consistent over all trials.
Histograms are constructed using Matplotlib show-
ing the distributions of the experimental trials [8].
The mean values for both model types are shown
with dashed black lines. As seen in Figures 4 & 5,
SR outperforms both RF and GBM on this dataset.
Figure 4: Experimental Results for SR and GBM
Figure 5: Experimental Results for SR and RF
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5 Future Work
Expression 1 essentially describes a regularized so-
lution that minimizes correlation. Numerical mini-
mization is presently employed to find a good value
of ν and in practice this approach is efficient when
optimized. However, it may be fruitful to explore
analytical solutions to Expression 1 both for more
efficient methods and for further insight into the be-
havior of the shooting regressor.
6 Conclusion
The shooting regressor is an approach to machine
learning that incorporates aspects of both random
forest and the gradient boosting machine [3,5]. First,
it utilizes the gradient to perform gradient descent
though it does so without using a sequential pro-
cess [5]. Second, it leverages randomization and a
weakly correlated ensemble to achieve a more robust
solution. The technique here achieves randomization
without the bagging approach employed in random
forest [1, 3].
The scaling parameter ν controls a trade-off be-
tween ensemble correlation and precision of the gra-
dient estimation. One of the primary advantages of
SR is that good values for ν can be computed effi-
ciently through numerical optimization. This avoids
the need for time-consuming hyper-parameter tuning
and provides a potentially more explicit balance be-
tween randomization and accuracy than is offered by
other methods.
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